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PHILOSOPHY

Provide all-inclusive
services from design to
home styling, so clients
enjoy complete peace
of mind throughout
the process

simple and clever
The firm’s signature combination of modern looks
and practicality is illustrated in this 1,710sqf threebedroom maisonette, where a young couple and
their toddler live. The homeowners found Arte Living
Design Studio through a Home & Decor article, and
were keen on its functional, streamlined style.
The design team created a kid’s play area with a
platform-cum-storage-area. They also made a study
niche for the husband out of an odd space. The
homeowners were delighted with these solutions, as
with the concealed storage room below the stairs.
In line with the “simple and modern” look the
couple wanted, the designers whitewashed the entire
apartment, and stuck to a black-and-white theme for
the furnishings. In the living room, a graphic floral
black-and-white feature wall gives immediate visual
interest, and is complemented by a customised white
gloss laminated TV console. To match the rest of the
new decor, the clunky old stair rail was replaced with
a sleek stainless steel one, and the wooden steps
stained a dark, almost-black hue.

This monochromatic living
room has ample space for
the homeowners to play
with their toddler.
opposite

The chrome stair rail
brings out the stainless
steel details of the dining
room furniture.
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We take pride in incorporating
affordable design solutions
centred on the lifestyle needs
of the homeowners.

top

Even the children’s
bedroom gets the tailormade treatment with
plush headboards.

above

Stylish lighting and a
mirrored wall brighten up
the browns of
the dining area.
lef t

A marble-clad TV wall
complements the luxe
Giorgetti armchairs.

Modern Innovation
The businessman client of this 1,500sqf threebedroom condominium at The Equatorial on Stevens
Road wanted a modern Oriental yet classic look for his
family home. To cater to his tastes, the design team
proposed a rich palette of earthy browns and creams,
while maintaining clean, contemporary lines in the
furnishings.
In the cosy dining room, a feature wall clad entirely
in brown-tinted mirrors adds depth and dimension
to the space, while adjacent flushed veneer cabinets
provide plenty of practical storage. The designers also
sourced for a calligraphy artwork to lend a traditional,
Oriental vibe to the home and add character to an
empty wall leading to the living room.
In the living room, the eye is drawn to a striking
black marble TV console feature that glows under soft
downlights. Balanced with gauzy organza drapes and
walls lined in pale gold wallpaper, the room feels wellappointed yet cosy.

arte living
design studio
c o m p a n y PRO F ILE

THe firm offers
complete services,
from project
supervision to the
sourcing and styling
of furnishings
STRENGT H

Modern, clean-cut
and affordable
designs that
maximise space

